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Abstract: By using the second-order recurrence relation this paper gives some new results on associated orthogonal 
polynomials without referring to the continued fractions’ tool. Some results are very useful for obtaining the 
second-order differential equation satisfied by the semi-classical orthogonal polynomials (Hendriksen and van Rossum 
(1985) Maroni (1987)) (cf. Section 3). Also, the main formula derives from Proposition 2.6, by which the fourth-order 
differential equation, satisfied by some Laguerre-Hahn polynomials (Magnus (1984)), is obtained (cf. Behnehdi and 
Ronveaux (1989), Dini et al. (1989), Ronveaux et al. (1990)). 
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1. Introduction 
Let U and {4Jna0 be, respectively, a linear functional and a sequence of monk polynomials; 
in the Pad&approximant computation the sequence of the associated polynomials-with regard 
to U-of polynomial sequence { Bn}nro occurs naturally [2,8,13]. 
To W],>O we can associate the dual sequence { L?,, },, >, a defined by (L?‘,,, B,,) = S,,,, n, m 2 
0. 6p. is called the canonical linear functional of { B,}, > o. { B,, },, r o is orthogonal only with 
respect to y&YO, y0 Z 0. 
The determination of the canonical linear functional of the associated polynomial sequence in 
the case where { B, }n > o is weakly orthogonal of index (1, 2) with respect to U [lo], as well as in 
the case where { B, }n a o is a sequence of manic polynomials without additional hypotheses on 
{BA>Cl~ has been treated by Maroni, who gave an expression of the canonical linear functional 
of the associated sequence with regard to U [9]. 
If WJn40 is orthogonal with respect to U, the associated sequence, with regard to U, is also 
orthogonal with respect to U(l), which can be expressed as a function of U [12]. 
In this paper we give results concerning the association of order greater than or equal to one. 
Thanks to these results we can write explicitly the differential equation satisfied by semiclassical 
orthogonal polynomials of class s [lo], and the three-term recurrence formula satisfied by 
quasi-orthogonal polynomials of order s [4]. In the sequel it is assumed that empty products take 
the value unity; empty sums and polynomials with negative subscript take the value zero. 
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2. Identities about associated orthogonal polynomials 
Definition 2.1. Let 2 be a linear functional on 9 which is the vector space of all polynomials in 
one variable. 9 is called regular if and only if there exists a sequence { P, }n > 0 of polynomials 
which are orthogonal with respect to 9. 
By (9, P) we denote the value of the linear functional 9 applied to P. 
We introduce the determinant 
PO I-9 . . . Pn 
A, = det(p;+j)ljco = 
Pl P2 *** Pn+l 
: 
Theorem 2.2 (Brezinski [3, p.411, Chihara [5, p.ll]). Let 9 be a linear functional on 9’ with 
moment sequence { /J~},>~. A necessary and sufficient condition for the regularity of 2 is 
A,#O, n>O. 
Let PA>,0 be a sequence of manic orthogonal polynomials with respect to the regular linear 
functional 9. { P, } n a o satisfies the following three-term recurrence formula: 
&+2(X) = (X - Bn+l)Pn+l(X) - Yn+&(XL n 2 09 
PO(X) = 1, PI(X) =X--PO, 
with y,, # 0, Vn 2 0. y. is the first moment, we will take it equal to unity. 
One defines the associated orthogonal polynomials of order r with regard to _@-i) as: 
y,_lP,“‘( x) = 1 F-l), p,‘:,‘)(x) - P$<“( u) X-U ) , t-21, n&O. 
It is understood that J@-i) acts on u; P(r-l) is the linear functional with respect to which 
{ Pn(r-l%>O is orthogonal; 9 (“)=p and p(‘)=p 
Using the three-term recurrence relation s”atisfiel;’ by { P } n n > o, by induction on r we get the 
next lemma. 
satisfies a recurrence formula of order two: 
n >, 0, 
P;‘)(x) = 1, P{“(X) =x - p,, r>,O. 
Taking into account Lemma 2.3, we show the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.4. 
p(r)pn(r+l) - p,‘c;‘)p,(;)I = fi Yr+k, n n>,O, k>l, r>O. 
k=l 
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Lemma 2.5. 
p,‘;?, = p(r+n)pn(r) _ y,+,p~-‘;“+“p,‘~), m 
= p(r+m)p>) - yr+,p,(L;m+l)p;)l, n n, m, l-20. 
Proof. The first relation is satisfied Vn 2 0 and r 2 0 for m = 0, and m = 1. Let us suppose that 
this relation is true up to a fixed m; then taking into account the second-order recurrence 
relation 
p,‘:?,+,(x) = (x - P,+,+,P,c$l(4 - Y,+,+J24(4 
= (x - a,+,,,,[ P:+“‘(x)P,“‘(x) - u,+,P~~~+“(x)P~r)l(x)] 
.t,+,[ P;I;‘(x)P,“‘(x) - u,+,P~~~“‘(X)P~‘),(X)] 
- v,+J(x - P,+.+,P~-i”+W - Yr+n+mp??~;+lW] p,‘xx> 
= P$+f;‘(x)P,‘~‘(x) - y,+,P~‘““‘(X)P,‘~)~(X). 
The second relation is obtained by changing the notation: 
n + WI, m+n 
in the first relation. 0 
Further on we will use a particular case of the first relation of this lemma, i.e., 
r=O, n=l+l, m=k-1, 
P I+k = PiI-fil’Pl+l - y,+,P$t+,2’P,, I>, 0, k > 1. 
Lemma 2.5 gives a link between polynomials of three levels of association. By setting m = 1 
we get 
p,‘>i = p(r+l)p$r) _ y,,lpJl-+12)pJr), ” 
that is to say 
P,‘:)l(x) = (x - p,)P,“+l’(x) - y,+IP,‘L’;2’(x), 
which is the dual formula of Lemma 2.3. 
Proposition 2.6. 
n 
proof. Since m > n, evaluating PC) and PL?:’ by Len-ma 2.5, we get 
p(r) = PC’_+“)PC’) - y,+,p’““-‘,“p,‘~)l 
m In” n m n 7 
p”+” = p$~l~‘p,~;:t” - v,+,p~_‘,“_i”p,‘~;~~, 
m 1 
Thus we have 
Pn”‘( PZ_‘,“)P,(T_:l) - yr+n p;?;:_il’p,‘i_:l) ) - ( J$+;‘p,“’ - yn + r P$y+;:;‘p,‘?,) P,‘:; l) 
= y,+,( P,‘:$P,‘:y) - P,(‘)P,‘:;:‘) P;l+;_+;‘. 
Lemma 2.4 leads us to the desired result. 0 
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If in the above proposition we set 
r=O, n+l=t, m=t+h, 
we have 
f-l 
P,_,P*(:,,_, - P&P,‘!‘, = I-I YkPh(? 
k=O 
The previous relation is the main key to build an algorithm leading to the fourth-order 
differential equation satisfied by some Laguerre-Hahn polynomials, cf. [1,6,11]. 
Lemma 2.5 allowed us to express P,,, as a function of P, and P,,+l if m > n; now we give a 
result which permits to write P,,, in terms of P,, and P,+l if m < n. 
Lemma 2.7. 
n 
p’L+“p _ pC:+” p 
n r n ” r 1 n+1 = n ykP,, narr0. 
k=r+l 
Proof. Let r and it be two integers such that n > r >, 0; for each fixed r we make an induction 
on n. It is easy to see that Lemma 2.7 holds for n = 0, 1, 2 and 0 G r G n. 
Let us suppose that Lemma 2.7 is true for level n - 1. Then, by using the recurrence formula 
for PC?‘) and P,+l, we have ” r 
p’L+l’p _ PC’+” p n I n n r ln+l = { (x - p, ) P,“:I’l - Y,p,‘r::$ } p, 
- {(x - P,P, - Yn4-1)~,‘X 
i.e., 
p’L+l’p _ per_“” p 
n r ” n rln+l = yJP,‘:;“,P,-, - P,‘:;?*P,). 
By the induction hypothesis we get 
n-l 
p’L+l’p _ p’“l’ p n r n n r 1n+1 = Ynk=~+IYkpr. q 
Corollary 2.8. By setting r = 0, we obtain the classical relation 
n 
p’l’p - p(1) p n n n-l n+l = r-IYkT 
k=l 
which is a particular case of Lemma 2.4. 
Proposition 2.9. 
n-2 
Proof. t = r leads to a trivial identity; if t > r, there exists an integer h such that t = r + h + 1. 
According to Proposition 2.6-the link with the notation in Proposition 2.6 is n -+ h, n -+ n - r 
-1 with t=r+h+l-wehave 
r+h 
p(t) 
n--f--l= I-I yil( Ph(r)P,(:;?z - P,‘I_?_,P,‘:;_+,“). 
k=r+l 
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Likewise, 
rib 
pw 
n-t-2 = I-I 
k=r+l 
Hence, 
r+h 
P,‘?_,P,“‘,_, - P,‘?_,P,“‘,_, = n y/7( P,‘?_2Pn(r;?2 - P,‘?_,P,‘T::Q Ph(? 
k=r+l 
By means of Lemma 2.4 we evaluate the expression between parentheses, then we get the desired 
result. q 
Finally we give a kind of mixed Christoffel-Darboux formula. 
Proposition 2.10. 
P,‘:;‘)(x)P,‘$(y) - P,(‘+l) (x)P,‘:‘,(y) = (x-y) 5 ‘?l’P~‘“‘(x)P,($(y) + T,,,, 
k=~ ‘k,r 
where 
7 n,r = I-I Yr+m, n>,O, r&O. 
m=l 
Proof. We write the recurrence formula for PJ:f’)( x) and P,‘:‘,(y), we multiply them respec- 
tively by P,‘:‘,(y) and P,(‘+l) (x), then we subtract and we get 
P,‘:;l)(x)P,(:)l(y) - P,“+l’(x)P,‘:‘,(y) 
= (x -y)P,‘r+l’(x)P,‘:‘,(y) + y~+,+l(P,“+~~(x)P,“‘(y) - P,“:“(x)Pn(::(y)). 
We can apply the same process to the residual term until we reach our purpose. 0 
Corollary 2.11. If we set x =y, we find the well-known result 
P,‘::‘)(x)P,‘:‘,(x) - P,“+‘)(x)P~(:)~(x) = T,,,, n, r > 0. 
Corollary 2.12. Let us substitute the above expression for r,,, in Proposition 2.10. Let us divide this 
new relation by y - x. If y 4 x, we obtain 
p(r+l) [ p,c;j2]’ - 
n P,‘::‘)[ P,c;:]’ = k& :Pir”)P,cy,. 
When x + y, the same process gives the following second relation: 
Corollary 2.13. As an immediate consequence of the above considerations we have: 
_ PC’) and P,‘:i have no common zero; 
- P!tjl and P,(‘+l) have no common zero. 
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3. Applications 
Definition 3.1 (Maroni [lo]). Let { B,,}nro be a sequence of monk polynomials. { B,, }n > ,, is said 
to be quasi-orthogonal of order s with respect to A?, if and only if 
(9, x”B,(x))=O, O<m<n-s-l, n>,s+l, 
3t a s such that (9, xl-“B,(x)) # 0. 
Remark. A quasi-orthogonal sequence of order zero is orthogonal. 
Definition 3.2 (Maroni (101). Let { P,,}, >,, be a sequence of monk orthogonal polynomials with 
respect to 9. { P, } R > 0 is said to be semi-classical of class s, if and only if the derivative sequence 
{P,I+1kl is quasi-orthogonal of order s with respect to a linear functional 2. 
Among the characterisations given by Maroni 
_ There exist two polynomials, + of degree p > 
qLZ+ D[ @Z’] = 0, 
where 
[lo] we quote: 
1 and $I of degree t 2 0, such that 
(*-% P) = (=K *P), (D[P], P) = -(9, P’), PEP, 
s=max{p-1, t-2}, 9= +Y. 
- {P&WI satisfies the following structure relation: 
P’ n+t 
+ 
n+l 
- = C 9n,kPk, n 2s. 
n+l 
k=n-s 
3.1. Differential equation for semi-classical orthogonal polynomials 
Let vxGdl be a regular sequence of monk semi-classical orthogonal polynomials of class s 
[lo]. Let us define { Qn}n>O as (n + l)Q,(x) = dP,+,(x)/dx; then { Qn}n>,, satisfies the 
following structure relation: 
with + a polynomial of degree t, 0 < t < s + 2, 
n-1 n+t 
sQ, = c en,kpk + en,npn + en,n+lPn+l + c en,kpk- 
k=n-s k=n+2 
Then to the Pk in the first sum we apply Lemma 2.7, to those in the second sum we apply 
Lemma 2.5; hence: 
$Q, = AP,+l + BP,; (3.1) 
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likewise, 
where A, B, A”, g are polynomials in x, each of fixed degree independent of n (depending only 
on s), with coefficients possibly depending on n: 
n+I n-1 n 
A = C en,kf$~21 + en,n+l - c en,, n y,:l~;‘c;:)I, 
k=n+2 k=n-s j=k+l 
n+t n-1 
B= -y,,+l c t?,kp~!!;?2+8,,n+ c e,,, 
k=n+2 ’ k=n-s 
, jzo+l Y;‘p,‘“~‘)~ 
n-1+r n-l n 
A”= c en_l,kpjz+,?l + e,,-_l,n+l - c en-l,k n Y,-'p,'";:'l',, 
k=n+2 k=n-l-s j=k+l 
n-1+r n-l n 
B= -Yn+1 c en_, kPj(n-+n2)2+en-l,n + c en_, k n y,:lP,(k;l). 
k=n+2 ’ k=n-l_s ’ j=k+l 
Dif ‘ferentiating (3.1) we get 
@Q,:+ [&- (n+ l)A’]Q,=A’P,+, + B’P,+nBQ,_,. 
Eliminating P,, and Q,_, from (3.1)-(3.3), we obtain 
$*BP;;,+$(B[$-(n+l)A-nj] -cpB’}P;+, 
+(n+l){cp(AB’-A’B)+nB(A&iB)}P,,,=O. 
(3.3) 
But, since { P,, },, > ,, is a regular orthogonal polynomial sequence-P, and P,, + 1 have no common 
zero-and according to (3.1), (3.2), there exists a polynomial C such that 
@C=Ab2B. 
Then the second-order differential equation becomes 
@BP;;,+(B[@‘-(n+l)A-ni] -@B’)P,,‘+,, 
+(n+l)(AB’-A’B+nBC)P,+,=O. 
This kind of differential equation is given in [7,10], but the above development does not appear. 
3.2. The three-term recurrence formula for quasi-orthogonal polynomials of order s 
Let wAl>o be a sequence of manic quasi-orthogonal polynomials of order s with respect to 
a regular linear functional. Since the linear functional is regular, there exists { P,, }n ~ 0, a sequence 
of manic orthogonal polynomials with respect to the same linear functional. Thus we can write 
R, = k an,kPk, n>,s, a,.=l, n>,O. 
k=n-s 
Applying Lemma 2.7 successively to R,+l, R, and R,_l, we obtain 
R n+l = BP,_, + EP,, 
R, = DP,_, + EP,, 
R,_, = DP,_, + EP,, 
P-4 
(3.5) 
(3 4 
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where 
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n-2 
c a,, k’-P,‘!:?l + a,,,_l, 
n-2 
D = 
k=n-s ’ T-1 
E= - c a, kLPn(k:?)2 + 1, 
k=n-s ’ rn-1 
n-2 
b = c a,,+1 kLPn(!i?‘l + a 
k=n+l-s ’ T-1 
n+l,n-1 - Y,, 
II-2 
E”= - c 
k=n+l-s 
n-2 
o= c LP,‘“:?l + 1, 
n-2 
k=n-l-s 
an-l,k ,,. 
n-l 
IT= - C a,_, kLPi!z?2, 
k=n-l-s ’ s-1 
with T,, = n~=lyk9 n 2 1. Notice that D, E, b, E”, 5 and E are polynomials in x with degrees 
not depending on n. Eliminating Pn_l and P,, from (3.4)-(3.6) we get 
KR”H +MR,+NR,_,=O, n>s+l, 
where 
K=Di?-DE, M=i%-h,E, N=hE-DE”. 
Via Lemma 2.7 and by an elementary but lengthy computation we get 
n-2 
K= c it an,man-l k rm 
--_~~(rn;?~ _ a 7kp(k+l) 
k=n-s ’ s-1 
n,k T n-k-2 
?tl=n--s n-1 
a an-lk n,m 
A- pL”t,” 1 
’ rn-1 
+an-l,k T 
‘k 
--[a 
n-l 
n,,_,P,‘“;?* + P,‘“;l$ 
-a ._l,,-25%,,-, + ply - 1, 
n-3 n-2 
- c c un-l,m”n+l,k~p~k+l) m-k-l 
k=n-s+l m=k+l 
(3.7) 
+ [%+l,n-1 - Yn] &%-l,*pn(l:?: + un+l,n + pl? 
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n-3 n-2 
N= 
= b 
rk 
a -PA’-“,“, - b n-k-l 
k=n-s+l m=k+l 
n,man+l,k T 
n-1 
n+l,n + Pj”)] an,k&Pck+l) 
n-l 
-ia n+l,n-1 - Yn] an,k &p,%~‘2 
+a TX-2 - n,n-2 7 
n-1 
K an+l,n + PP>PP+l’ + L+I,~-I - YJ] 
+a n,n--l (a nfl,n-1 + P-Y)) + Y, - an+l,n-l. 
319 
The relation (3.7) appears in [4] where it is simply set out, without the development given above. 
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